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Abstract
Question Answering systems are greatly sought after
in many areas of industry. Unfortunately, as most research in Natural Language Processing is conducted
in English, the applicability of such systems to other
languages is limited. Moreover, these systems often
struggle in dealing with long text sequences.
This thesis explores the possibility of applying existing models to the Swedish language, in a domain
where the syntax and semantics differ greatly from
typical Swedish texts. Additionally, the text length
may vary arbitrarily. To solve these problems, transfer learning techniques and state-of-the-art Question
Answering models are investigated. Furthermore, a
novel, divide-and-conquer based technique for processing long texts is developed.
Results show that the transfer learning is partly
unsuccessful, but the system is capable of perform reasonably well in the new domain regardless. Furthermore, the system shows great performance improvement on longer text sequences with the use of the new
technique.
Keywords: Question Answering, Deep Learning,
Machine Learning, Transfer Learning, Natural Language Processing, Technical Consulting, Word Embeddings, Divide and Conquer
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Sammanfattning
System som givet en text besvarar frågor är högt eftertraktade inom många arbetsområden. Eftersom majoriteten av all forskning inom naturligtspråkbehandling behandlar engelsk text är de flesta system inte
direkt applicerbara på andra språk. Utöver detta har
systemen ofta svårt att hantera långa textsekvenser.
Denna rapport utforskar möjligheten att applicera
existerande modeller på det svenska språket, i en domän där syntaxen och semantiken i språket skiljer sig
starkt från typiska svenska texter. Dessutom kan längden på texterna variera godtyckligt. För att lösa dessa
problem undersöks flera tekniker inom transferinlärning och frågebesvarande modeller i forskningsfronten. En ny metod för att behandla långa texter utvecklas, baserad på en dekompositionsalgoritm.
Resultaten visar på att transfer learning delvis
misslyckas givet domänen och modellerna, men att
systemet ändå presterar relativt väl i den nya domänen. Utöver detta visas att systemet presterar väl på
långa texter med hjälp av den nya metoden.
Nyckelord: Frågebesvarande, Djupinlärning, Maskininlärning, Transferinlärning, Naturligtspråkbehandling, Teknisk Konsultverksamhet, Ordvektorer,
Dekompositionsalgoritm
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Glossary
NLP Natural Language Processing.
QA Question answering.
NMT Neural Machine Translation.
MLP Multilayer perceptron, the most basic kind of neural network.
ReLU Rectified Linear Unit, an activation function used in neural networks.
CNN Convolutional Neural Network.
RNN Recurrent Neural Network.
LSTM unit Long Short-Term Memory unit, used in RNNs.
CBOW Continuous Bag-of-Words, a model architecture used in the word embedding model word2vec.
GloVe Global Vectors, a kind of word embedding model.
GNMT Google’s Neural Machine Translation System.
BiDAF Bi-Directional Attention Flow, a model used in QA.
SQuAD Stanford Question Answering Dataset, a dataset used to train QA models.
t-SQuAD The translated version of SQuAD.
DaC Divide and Conquer, an algorithm design paradigm in which a problem is
broken down into sub-problems that are solved separately and then combined to solve the original problem.
EM score Exact Match score, or the precision of a retrieval algorithm.
F-score A measure that combines precision and recall to describe how well a
retrieval algorithm performs.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter introduces the research problem and its domain, and explains the expected
difficulties with the task. The proposed approach to the problem is then briefly outlined.
Finally, some of the relevance the work bears to society is presented.

1.1

Problem

In technical consulting, careful reading of so called administrative regulations is
necessary in order to acquire information about the project at hand (e.g. where
is the project being conducted, how many consultants are needed etc.). These
documents are often extensive (30-60 pages) and follow a specific outline. The
process of finding this information can be tedious and time consuming, and a
system to help automate or otherwise facilitate this task is desirable.
One way to tackle this problem is through Natural Language Processing
(NLP) techniques. Using such techniques, there are multiple possible approaches
one can take. For instance, one could build a summarization system that reads
a document and produces a summary of the most important points. Another
natural approach is to build a question answering system, where a user inputs a
document and a query and receives an answer. This may be considered a more
natural solution, bearing in mind the end-user needs explained above.
As most research in NLP is done in English, it is difficult to say how well
the current state-of-the art models would perform when presented with Swedish
text data. Furthermore, longer text sequences often present greater obstacles
than shorter sequences, as comprehension of long term dependencies is generally problematic [35].

1.2

Approach

Question Answering (QA) systems have been implemented in the past with success. The more traditional approach is based on techniques from Information Retrieval and relies on large knowledge bases [35]. Recently, however, Deep Learn2
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ing has emerged as a promising candidate approach to the problem. In particular,
the use of neural attention mechanisms has given rise to a spike in performance
of neural networks based QA systems [29].
Seo et al. [29] implemented a system using Deep Learning models which takes
a paragraph and a question as input and then extracts a part of the paragraphs
as the output answer to the question. At the time of publication, their system
achieved state-of-the art results on standard datasets. A demo of this system
can be found online [1]. In this thesis project, the idea is to try and apply the
techniques that have been used in such systems to a different domain, where the
language is Swedish and the context documents may be much longer than what
has previously been evaluated on.
One major challenge in directly applying the model used by Seo et al. to texts
such as Swedish administrative regulations is the fact that the model is trained
in a supervised fashion, using English language datasets (specifically, the Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) [26]). Such datasets do not exist in
Swedish. In this thesis project, a way of overcoming this obstacle is proposed
by using a machine translation system (such as the neural machine translation
system GNMT [14]) in order to translate the dataset into Swedish. Given the recent advances in machine translation, the hope is that this approach will preserve
enough of the semantics of the Swedish language for the dataset to be effectively
used for supervised learning.
The next challenge lies in the fact that administrative regulations belong to a
very different domain than the texts in the datasets normally used to train QA
models. Golub et al. [11] designed a technique for transfer learning in Machine
Comprehension using neural networks, where their model is trained on an existing QA dataset and is then used to generate questions and answers for texts in
a different domain. To overcome the problem of domain disparities, the idea for
this thesis project is to train a model such as the one designed by Golub et al. on
the translated dataset, and then use this model to generate questions and answers
for the administrative regulations dataset.
A summary of the proposed system can be seen in figure 1.1.

1.3

Research Question

The research question that this thesis will try to answer is:
How does one build a question answering system for Swedish administrative regulations
of varying lengths using Deep Learning models designed for short paragraphs in English?

1.4

Delimitation

The thesis only aims to evaluate the possibility of applying the models described
in this chapter to the specific domain. It is outside of the scope of the project to

3
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Figure 1.1: Flowchart of the proposed system for Machine Comprehension of
Swedish administrative regulations.

try and optimize the performance of the models through, for example, hyperparameter fine tuning or data augmentation.

1.5

Relevance to Society and Research

As most NLP research is conducted in English, there are not many Deep Learning
based models or systems available to be readily applied to the Swedish language.
With this in mind, the outcome of this thesis project is relevant to anyone wishing to study and/or implement Machine Comprehension models in this domain.
Furthermore, there exists a great demand for QA-systems in industry, not only in
the domain of technical consulting. This project could serve as a stepping stone
in the development of such systems applied to the Swedish language.
4
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1.6

Thesis Outline

In chapter 2, background theory is presented to help the reader better understand
the methods and models used in the project, which are explained in chapter 3.
Chapter 4 describes the implementation details and work process of the project,
as well as the evaluation schemes used. In chapter 5, the evaluation results are
presented. Finally, chapter 6 discusses the results and summarizes the most relevant and important conclusions for answering the research question.

5

Chapter 2
Background
This chapter explains the relevant theory for the methods and models used in this thesis
project.

2.1

Artificial Neural Networks

2.1.1

Feedforward Neural Networks

The goal of feedforward neural networks, or multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), is to
learn a mapping y = f (x, θ) [12]. Here, θ corresponds to the parameters of the
model, x is the input and y is the output.
The word feedforward stems from the fact that information flows through the
network without any feedback connections [12]. When feedback connections are
incorporated the network is called a Recurrent Neural Network, which will be discussed in section 2.1.3.
Consider the graphical model in figure 2.1, depicting a feedforward neural
network with an input layer, one hidden layer and one output layer. The layers
are all fully connected, or dense, in the sense that every node in layer i is connected
to every other node in layers i − 1 and i + 1.
In the example model, the input x ∈ R3 consists of 3 features, x1 , x2 and x3 .
These are mapped to the hidden layer h ∈ R4 as
h = a(W (1) x + b(1) ),

(2.1)

where W (1) ∈ R4×3 is the weight matrix of the input layer, b(1) ∈ R4 is the bias
vector of the input layer, and a is the activation function. The activation function
must be a nonlinear function for the network to be able to learn non-linear mappings f [12]. An example of a widely used activation function is the Rectified
Linear Unit (ReLU) function
(
x if x ≥ 0
aReLU (x) =
(2.2)
0 if x < 0.
6
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Figure 2.1: A graphical model of the single layer feedforward network.

The output y ∈ R2 is obtained from the hidden layer as
y = W (2) h + b(2) .

(2.3)

Note that no activation function is used between the hidden layer and the output
layer.
A network such as this one, with one hidden layer, is commonly referred to
as a 2-layer neural network, and is the most basic MLP that can be constructed.
Such a network is quite limited in its ability to represent arbitrary functions f .
By adding more hidden layers between the input layer and the output, all fully
connected, the network becomes capable of learning a mapping f of arbitrary
form [12]. The number of layers is referred to as the depth of the network.
Parameter Learning and Backpropagation
In order to train the neural network (i.e. learn the parameters {W (l) }Ll=1 and
{b(l) }Ll=1 for the L layers), one defines an objective function based on the output
of the network [12]. This function is sometimes referred to as the loss or cost function. When the task is multi-class classification, a commonly used loss function is
the cross-entropy loss, defined as
L=−

N X
K
X

(i)

(i)

yk log p∗ (yk ),

(2.4)

i=1 k=1

where N is the number of examples in our dataset, K is the number of different
labels, y (i) is the one-hot encoded label of the i:th example, p∗ (y (i) ) is the probability distribution of label y (i) as predicted by the network. With K labels, y (i) ∈ RK ,
(i)
and yk = 1 if label k is the true label of example i.
7
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By minimizing the output of the loss function defined in eq. (2.4), the network is trained to perform classification of unseen examples [12]. This generally
results in a non-convex optimization problem, which means that techniques such
as gradient descent must be used in order to find a local minimum. Normally, a
technique called backpropagation is used to allow information to flow backwards
through the network from the loss function, in order to calculate the gradients
of the different parameters with respect to the loss function. These gradients are
then used to update the parameters in an iterative fashion, until the local minimum is reached. The hyper-parameter that controls how heavily the parameters
are adjusted at each iteration is referred to as the learning rate.
The process of gradient descent optimization is often computationally expensive [12]. For one, calculating the loss function of the entire dataset at once is usually too demanding. It is common practice to perform updates in mini-batches,
where a random subset of the dataset is chosen at each iteration, from which
the loss is computed and parameters updated. This approximation of the gradient descent optimization is referred to as stochastic gradient descent. To further
improve upon the algorithm, techniques with adaptive learning rates have been
developed. Examples of these are AdaGrad, AdaDelta, RMSProp and Adam. The
reader is referred to the literature for further reading on these techniques [12].

2.1.2

Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are a class of neural networks designed to
handle data with a grid-like structure, such as images or time-series data [12]. In
a CNN, so-called convolutional layers are used as hidden layers. A convolutional
layer consists of kernels or filters of a certain size d × d. The filters slide across the
input data array in an iterative fashion, outputting a value at each step by taking
the dot product between the filter and the current portion of the array.
The output of the convolutional layer is another array of values. In order to
reduce the amount of parameters and computations in the network, the size of
the output array may be reduced by performing a pooling operation [12]. Most
commonly, max-pooling is used, where out of K input values the largest one is
kept.

2.1.3

Recurrent Neural Networks

A shortcoming of the MLP neural network is its inability to efficiently store and
learn temporal dependencies [12]. The Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a network model designed to handle sequential data by incorporating feedback connections. The network is also designed to share weights across several time steps,
allowing it to better understand sequences where a specific piece of information
can occur at different time steps.
Given a sequence x1 , x2 , ...xT , the RNN computes a hidden state for each time
step. The entire sequence is finally encoded into a fixed length hidden vector hT .
8
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The graphical representation of the network can be seen in figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: A graphical representation of the RNN model.
RNNs can be trained to perform encoding/decoding, continuous prediction,
representation or generation based on how the output is computed from the hidden states [12].
Bi-directional RNNs
Schuster and Paliwal introduced the Bi-directional RNN architecture in 1997 [28].
With this model, two RNNs are trained on the data. One RNN is fed the data
in the usual fashion, while the other RNN is fed the data backwards (in reverse
temporal direction). This poses some ambiguity in how the output of the network
is computed. Schuster and Paliwal proposes a way of merging the outputs of the
two different networks by taking the mean.
The Bi-directional RNN architecture has been extensively used in Deep Learning for NLP [3] [11] [29] [35].

2.1.4

LSTM Networks

A major problem with the vanilla RNN model is the fact that error signals tend
to blow up or vanish [15]. Exploding gradients lead to unstable weight learning,
while vanishing gradients lead to difficulties in learning long term dependencies.
Hochreiter and Schmidhuber introduced the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
architecture as a way to remedy this problem [15]. Given an input xt at time step
t, the LSTM cell produces a hidden representation ht by performing the following
operations
it = σ(W i xt + U i ht−1 )

Input gate

f t = σ(W f xt + U f ht−1 )

Forget gate

ot = σ(W o xt + U o ht−1 )

Output/Exposure gate

c̃t = tanh(W c xt + U c ht−1 )

New memory cell

Final memory cell

ct = f t

ct−1 + it

c̃t

ht = ot

tanh(ct )

Hidden state

1
, the operator denotes elwhere σ denotes the sigmoid function σ(x) = 1+exp(−x)
ementwise multiplication, and the weights W i , U i , W f , U f , W o , U o , W c , U c are

9
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all parameters of the model that can be learned. The different gating mechanisms
control what information is allowed to flow into the cell state, and is what makes
the LSTM capable of learning long-term dependencies [15].

2.1.5

Deep Neural Networks And Highway Networks

It is well known that the depth (the number of hidden layers) of neural networks
significantly impacts the network’s ability to represent certain function classes
efficiently [31]. However, as the depth increases, the network becomes more difficult to train [22]. Often, the later layers of the network may be learning well,
while the earlier layers get stuck during training. This is due to the vanishing
gradient problem, where the gradients become smaller as the backpropagation algorithm moves through the layers.
Highway Networks were introduced by Srivastava et al. [31] in 2015 as a way
to enable efficient training of deeper neural networks. These have later been implemented in Deep Learning architectures for QA systems [29].
In a Highway Network, a gating mechanism inspired by LSTMs is incorporated into the network to allow the network to have paths across several layers
where information can flow. Such paths are referred to by Srivastava et al. as
information highways [31].
In a vanilla feedforward neural network, the output, y, of a layer as a function
of its input can be written
y = H(x, W H ),
where H is some non-linear function with parameters W H . In a highway network, the output is computed as
y = H(x, W H ) · T (x, W T ) + x · C(x, W C ),
where T and C are non-linear transformations, referred to as the transform gate
and the carry gate, respectively.

2.2

Word Embeddings

Many Deep Learning models in NLP make use of word embeddings, where
words are mapped to a continuous vector space [35]. The intention of the mapping is to capture syntactic and semantic similarity between words, by optimizing
an auxiliary object in a large, unlabeled corpus.

2.2.1

Word2Vec

Mikolov. et al introduced the word2vec model in 2013 [20], a shallow neural network model that can be trained to produce word embeddings. The model takes
as input a large corpus of text and produces vectors of a pre-determined size for
each word in the vocabulary. It can make use of two different types of architectures, the skip-gram model or the continuous-bag-of-words model.
10
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The Skip-Gram Model
Given a sequence of words w1 , ...wT , the skip-gram model defines a fixed center
word wi and tries to predict the words surrounding it within a window of m
words [20]. The surrounding words are referred to as the context words.
Let p(wt+j |wt , θ) denote the probability of the word at position t + j occurring
in the context of word t. For a document of length T , the objective of the skipgram model is to minimize the loss function
0

J (θ) =

T
Y

Y

p(wt+j |wt , θ),

(2.5)

log p(wt+j |wt , θ).

(2.6)

t=1 −m≤j≤m
j6=0

which results in the negative log likelihood
J(θ) = −

T
X

X

t=1 −m≤j≤m
j6=0

Let wc denote a center word, and wo a context word. The model defines two
vectors for each word, v c the vector for the word as a center word and uo the
vector for a word as a context word. With a vocabulary of size V , the probabilities
of the context occurring with a word can be computed via softmax as
exp(uT v c )
.
p(wo |wc ) = PV o
Tv
u
c
w
w=1

(2.7)

In this model, the dot product between vectors is used as a similarity measure.
Alternatively, one can use cosine similarity to avoid having the size of the vectors
increase arbitrarily.
The model in eq. (2.7) defines the parameters θ of eq. (2.6) as the vector representations of each word in the corpus as a context and center word, respectively.
The gradients of J with respect to uo and v c can then be computed for each word,
and this can be used to find the optimal vector representations.
The skip-gram model can be considered as a 2-layer neural network, where
the hidden layer has d nodes [27]. The input center word is encoded as a one-hot
vector (a binary vector where only the bit corresponding to the center word is
set to 1) of dimensions 1 × V . Thus, the input to the hidden layer is represented
by the V × d matrix, which contains the word vectors for the center words. The
hidden layer is represented by the d × V matrix, which contains the word vectors
for the context words. Note that there is no activation function such as ReLU in
the hidden layer. A graphical representation of the network can be seen in figure
2.3.
Note that evaluating the probabilities in eq. (2.7) may be highly timeconsuming, since the sum in the denominator is taken over every word in the
vocabulary. Furthermore, most of the vector products will be close to zero [10].
In order to achieve efficient parameter updates and a scalable model, adjustments
have to be made.
11
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Figure 2.3: Graphical representation of the 2-layer neural network that is the skipgram model.

The CBOW Model
Instead of predicting the context words from the center word, the continuous bagof-words model predicts the center word from the sum of the context words [27].
Given T input words encoded as one-hot vectors {xi }Ti=1 of dimensions 1 × V , the
hidden layer of the neural network model is computed as
!
T
1 X
h=
xi · Wo ,
T i=1
where Wo is a V × d matrix and d is the number of nodes in the hidden layer.
The graphical representation of the CBOW model is thus the reverse of the model
depicted in figure 2.3.
Negative Sampling
In order to make the word2vec model scalable to larger datasets, Mikolov et al.
used a technique called negative sampling to approximate the probability distribution in eq. (2.7) [20]. With negative sampling, the idea is to consider all the
context-center-word pairs (wo , wc ) ∈ D from the data and maximize the probability that those observations came from the data [10]:
p((wo , wc ) ∈ D|w, c, θ) =

1
.
1 + exp(−uTo v c )

(2.8)

The problem with this objective is that it can be optimized by simply setting
uo = v c for each vector and making them sufficiently large. This can be solved
by including negative samples, i.e. context-center-word pairs that are not in the
dataset and minimizing the probability of observing those samples. Mikolov et
12
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1
T

al. [20] defined the objective function J(θ) =
(2.6), where
Jt (θ) =

log σ(uTo v c )

+

k
X

PT

t=1

Jt (θ) as an alternative to eq.

Ej∼P (w) [log σ(−uTj v c )]

(2.9)

j=1

= log σ(uTo v c ) +

X

[log σ(−uTj v c )],

(2.10)

j∼P (w)
1
where σ is the sigmoid function σ(x) = 1+exp(−x)
. The number k denotes the
number of generated negative samples, with P distributed as P (w) = U (V )3/4 /Z,
where U (V ) is the unigram distribution and Z is a normalization constant. Hence,
the first log-term maximizes the probability of the real context word co-occurring
with the center word, while the summation term minimizes the probability of
random words occurring with the center word. The 3/4 power factor is necessary
to make sure some of the less commonly occurring words are sampled as well.

Hierarchichal Softmax
Mikolov et al. also made use of hierarchical softmax in order to approximate the
probability distribution in eq. (2.7), as an alternative to negative sampling [20].
Hierarchical softmax does not use vector representations for context words. Instead, a binary tree is constructed from the V words in the vocabulary (normally
using a Huffman tree), where each word is a leaf of the tree [27]. Thus, the tree
has V − 1 inner nodes. Let n(w, j) denote the node j steps from the root node
of the tree to the leaf w, let L(w) be the length of this path, and let ch(n) be the
left child of node n. The path from the root node to a leaf node w determines the
probability of the word being an output (context) word:
L(w)−1

p(w = wo |wc ) =

Y


σ [[n(w, j + 1) = ch(n(w(, j))]] · uTn(w,j) v c ,

(2.11)

j=1

where [[x]] is the function
[[x]] =

(
1

if x = T rue

−1 if x = F alse.

The method defines a random walk from the root node to the center word wc ,
with the probability of choosing the left child node of node n as
p(n, lef t|wc ) = σ(uTn v c )
and thus the probability of choosing the right child node of n is
p(n, right|wc ) = 1 − σ(uTn v c ) = σ(−uTn v c ).
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Calculating p(wo |wc ) using the normal softmax as in eq. (2.7) requires time complexity O(V ). With the hierarchical softmax method, the computational complexity is reduced to O(log(V )) [27].
As an example, consider the tree in figure 2.4. Using eq. (2.11), the probability
p(w = w2 |wc ) can be computed as
p(w = w2 |wc ) = σ(uTn(w2 ,1) v c ) · σ(uTn(w2 ,2) v c ) · σ(−uTn(w2 ,3) v c ).

Figure 2.4: Graphical illustration of the hierarchical softmax.

Subsampling and Rare-word Pruning
Normally, it is desirable to prune out some of the very rare words of the corpus, and discard some of the very frequent ones. For instance, observing the
co-occurrence of “dog” and “the” in a sentence does not give much meaningful
information, since “the” co-occurs with many other words. By disregarding the
occurrence of “the”, the result is effectively a wider window size (or rather, a
more effective window). One approach is to define a parameter min-count and
discard any words appearing less than min-count times in the corpus [10].
Mikolov et al. used the following subsampling technique to balance between
frequent and infrequent words [20]: each word wi in the training set is discarded
with probability
s
p(wi ) = 1 −

t
,
f (wi )

where f (wi ) is the frequency of wi in the corpus and t is some threshold (usually
around 10−5 ). This will aggressively subsample very frequent words, while still
preserving the ranking of the frequencies. Mikolov et al. found that this method
accelerates learning and also improves accuracy of the learned vectors for infrequent words.

14
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2.2.2

The fastText Model

One problem with the vanilla skip-gram model is that by simply representing
each word as a vector, the model ignores the internal structure of words. The
fastText model, developed by Bojanowski et al., represents each word as a bag of
character n-grams [4]. The word itself is also included in its set of n-grams, so
that the model learns the representation of each word. As an example, with n = 3
the word “where” is represented by the n-grams
<wh, whe, her, ere, re> and <where>.
Normally, all n-grams between 3 and 6 characters are extracted [4]. Denoting
the vector representation of each n-gram of a word by z g , the vector representation of a word is then taken to be the sum of the z g . Let Gw be the set of n-grams
appearing in the word w. Given a context word wc with word vector uc , the dot
products in eq. (2.7) are replaced with a scoring function, computed as
X
s(w, wc ) =
z Tg uc .
g∈Gw

Compared with the vanilla skip-gram model, fastText generally requires significantly less data and therefore trains faster. It does, however, saturate faster as
well [4].
Bojanowski et al. have released pretrained fastText word vectors for public
use in 294 different languages, including Swedish. The vectors have dimension 300 and were obtained using the skip-gram model with negative sampling,
trained entirely on Wikipedia [4].

2.2.3

The GloVe Model

Another word embedding model is the Global Vectors (GloVe) model, introduced
by Pennington et al. [24]. The GloVe model combines aspects from both countbased methods (using word co-occurrence matrices) and prediction-based methods (such as the skip-gram model). The reasoning behind this approach is that
both types of methods capture the underlying word co-occurrence statistics of
the corpus, but count-based methods capture the global statistics better while
prediction-based methods capture complex patterns beyond word similarity.
Let X denote the word-word co-occurrence matrix, so that Xij tabulates how
many times word j occurs in the context of word i. The cost function for the
GloVe model is defined as
X
J=
f (Xij )(v Ti uj − log Xij )2 ,
(2.12)
i,j

where Pennington et al. used
f (x) =

(
(x/xmax )α

if x < xmax
otherwise

1
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in their model. The cutoff xmax was set to xmax = 100, and α was empirically
determined to work well at α = 3/4. Vectors v i ∈ V denote the center word vectors and ui ∈ U denote the context word vectors. The model scales well to large
corpora, but also performs well on small corpora and small vector dimensions
[24].
Note that the matrix X is computed only once, prior to training. The parameters ui and v i for each word are learned by optimizing J in eq. (2.12). Finally, for
downstream tasks the word-embeddings are taken as the sum U + V .

2.3

Transfer Learning

Transfer learning refers to the problem of utilizing the knowledge gained from
learning a task in one (source) domain to learning a task in a different but related
(target) domain [5]. This is also known as domain adaption. When there is no labeled data available in the target domain, it is referred to as unsupervised transfer
learning. Normally, a transfer learning model is pre-trained on the source task,
and then as a second step fine-tuned on the target dataset. The effectiveness of
transfer learning is evaluated by the model’s performance on the target task [5].

2.4

Attention Mechanisms in Machine Comprehension

Traditional neural network approaches to Machine Comprehension involve an
encoder and a decoder [2]. The encoder encodes a source sentence into a fixedlength vector, which is decoded into an output translation. Most commonly, an
RNN (often bi-directional) is used to encode a sentence x = {x1 , ..., xTx } such
that
ht = f (xt , ht−1 )
and
c = q(h1 , ..., hTx ),
where c is the generated fixed-length vector, ht is the hidden state at time t,
and f and g are some non-linear functions. Examples are f as an LSTM and
q(h1 , ..., hT ) = hT . The decoder defines the probability over the translation sentence y = {y 1 , ..., y Ty } as
p(y) =

Ty
Y

p(y t |y 1 , ..., y t−1 , c).

t=1

An RNN models each conditional probability as
p(y t |y 1 , ..., y t−1 , c) = g(y t−1 , st , c),

16
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where st is the hidden state of the RNN and g is a non-linear function. Alternatively, one can use a hybrid of an RNN and a de-convolutional network [2].
This approach poses a problem when dealing with longer sentences, as the
model has to compress a sizeable amount of information. Information about the
start of the sequence also has to travel further. Bahdanau et al. [2] proposes an
attention mechanism approach to solve this problem. Instead of a single fixedlength vector they use a sequence of context vectors. They define the conditional
probability in eq. (2.13) as
p(y i |y 1 , ..., y i−1 , c) = g(y i−1 , si , ci ),
where si is the hidden state of the RNN, computed as
si = f (si−1 , y i−1 , ci ).
The context vectors are computed as
ci =

Tx
X

αij hj ,

j=1

where the weights αij are computed as
exp(eij )
,
αij = PTx
k=1 exp(eik )
where
eij = a(si−1 , hj ).
The alignment model, a, scores how well the inputs around position j and output
at position i match. Bahdanau et al. parameterized the alignment model as a
feedforward neural network, which is jointly trained with all other components.
They used a 2-layer MLP, such that
a(si−1 , hj ) = v Ta tanh(W a si−1 + U a hj ),
where W a ∈ Rn×n , U a ∈ Rn×2n and v a ∈ Rn are weight matrices, and n is the
size of the hidden layer in the RNN. Note that they used a bi-directional RNN
with concatenation of hidden states to compute hj . Note also that U a hj does not
depend on i, and can therefore be pre-computed.

2.5

Evaluating Machine Comprehension Models

When the objective of a model is to extract the correct items from a collection,
such as a portion of text from a corpus, one often uses metrics such as precision,
recall and/or F-score to evaluate the model.

17
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2.5.1

Precision

Precision measures the fraction of extracted items that are relevant [19]:
#retrieved relevant items
true positives
=
.
#retrieved items
true positives + false positives
(2.14)
In certain contexts, precision may be referred to as Exact Match (EM) score [29].
P recision =

2.5.2

Recall

Recall measures the fraction of relevant items in the collection that are extracted
by the model [19]:
Recall =

2.5.3

#retrieved relevant items
true positives
=
.
#relevant items
true positives + false negatives

(2.15)

F-score

F-score is a measure that combines precision and recall by taking the weighted
harmonic mean [19]:
F =

(1 + β 2 ) · P recision · Recall
β 2 · P recision + Recall

(2.16)

where β 2 ∈ [0, ∞) is a parameter that controls the emphasis on precision vs. recall. When β = 1, the measure is referred to as F1-score. In the context of text
extraction, F-score is often measured at character level [29].

2.6

Deep Learning in NLP

Deep Learning has been successfully applied to many different areas of NLP, including sentiment analysis, summarization, machine translation and question answering [35].
CNNs that make use of word embeddings have been used for sentence classification and tasks involving mining of semantic clues in contextual windows
[35]. Usually, a sentence is represented by a matrix W containing the word embeddings wi as column vectors. Convolutions are then performed over this matrix. CNNs are, however, very data heavy models that do not perform well when
data is scarce. They are also unsuitable to model long-term dependencies, making them not very useful for tasks such as machine translation. CNNs have been
successfully used in sentiment analysis tasks [3].
To capture long-term dependencies, RNNs can be used [35]. RNNs are suitable for machine translation, where a common approach is to encode a sentence
into a vector, and then decode it back to a variable-length target sequence. When
modeling a sentence, RNNs and CNNs have different objectives. An RNN attemps to create a composition of a sentence of arbitrary length, along with an
18
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unbounded context, while a CNN tries to extract the most important n-grams. It
cannot be said that RNNs are superior to CNNs or vice versa, as it is the global
semantics of the task itself that dictates which approach is more suitable.
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Related Work
This chapter describes some of the models and techniques that have been developed by
other researchers in the fields of Machine Translation, Machine Comprehension and transfer learning.

3.1

Neural Machine Translation

Traditional phrase-based machine translation systems consist of many small, individually tuned sub-components [17]. In contrast to this, the neural network
approach allows the system to directly learn the mapping between a source sentence and its translation [33]. Historically, Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
systems have performed worse than phrase-based systems, due to the fact that
NMT systems are slow to train and require much data. NMT systems have also
been ineffective in dealing with rare words. However, with recent advances in
both computational power and neural network architectures, NMT systems have
begun to show significantly better performance than the traditional methods [33].

3.1.1

Google’s Neural Machine Translation System

The NMT system GNMT, developed by Google, consists of a deep LSTM network
with 8 encoder and 8 decoder layers [33]. The network uses attention connections
between the decoder network and the encoder network. In 2016, Google showed
that their system approaches the accuracy of average bilingual human translators
[33].
Training an NMT system to translate between multiple languages poses a
challenge. The straight-forward approach is to train one system for each language pair. Given n languages this means training n2 models, which becomes
problematic when n is large. To solve this issue, Google extended their GNMT
system by implementing a shared wordpiece vocabulary [16]. This means that
the encoder, decoder and the attention module are shared between all languages.
Not only did they find this approach to improve upon state-of-the-art results for
many language combinations, but they also found that their model was able to
20
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perform so called zero-shot translation, i.e. translating between languages whose
combination it had not previously been trained on. The technique can be considered a form of transfer learning.
The GNMT system is available for public use [14]. There is also a cloud-based
API available for use in software development [13].

3.2

Deep Learning for Question Answering

The problem of Question Answering (QA) in NLP can be approached in different
ways. Depending on the model, the output answer may be an extracted part of
the context, or it may be an artificially generated sentence. The former model is
referred to as a context-aware system [21].
The increase in availability of large, labeled datasets have lead to recent advancements in the development of context-aware systems [29]. The Stanford
Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD), published by Rajpurkar et al. [26], contains over 100 000 question/answer pairs on 500+ Wikipedia articles and is freely
available on Github [9]. The answers are all segments of the article texts, with
questions posed by crowdworkers. SQuAD has been used extensively in research
to train and evaluate the performance of QA systems [11][21][29].
Another factor that has contributed to recent performance improvements in
QA-systems is the use of attention mechanisms [29][34]. By summarizing the
context into a fixed length vector, an attention mechanism can aid in extracting
the most relevant information for answering the question. Attention mechanisms
in text processing are usually made to be temporally dynamic, in the sense that
the attention weights at time step t are dependent on the attended vector at time
step t − 1. Furthermore, they are usually uni-directional [29].

3.2.1

The BiDAF Model

Seo et al. [29] introduced the Bi-Directional Attention Flow (BiDAF) network to
output an answer to a query given a certain context. The network makes use
of bi-diractional LSTMs, word and character embeddings and an attention flow
mechanism. A graphical representation of the BiDAF network can be seen in figure 3.1. The hierarchical structure of the network can be summarized as follows:
1. Word+char embedding layer. Each word is passed through a character embedding layer, using CNNs to output vectors that are max-pooled to obtain
a fixed-size vector for each word. Each word is also mapped to pre-trained
word vectors via the GloVe model. The two different types of embeddings
are concatenated and passed through a Highway Network, to output the
matrices X ∈ Rd×T and Q ∈ Rd×J for the context and query, respectively.
Here, T denotes the number of words in the context and J denotes the number of words in the query.
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Figure 3.1: A graphical representation of the BiDAF network.

2. Contextual embedding layer. The matrices X and Q are passed through
separate bi-directional LSTMs with concatenated outputs to obtain H ∈
R2d×T and U ∈ R2d×J .
3. Attention flow layer. Attention is computed both from context to query
and from query to context. First, a shared similarity matrix S is computed
as
Stj = α(H :j , U :j ),
where α is chosen as α(h, u) = wT(S) [h; u; h u]. Here, [; ] denotes vector
concatenation across row, is elementwise multiplication, and U :j denotes
22
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the j-th column vector of U . The vector w(S) ∈ R6d is a trainable weight
vector. The matrix S is then used to obtain the attention vectors both for the
context-to-query (C2Q) direction and the query-to-context (Q2C) direction.
The C2Q attention represents how relevant each query word is to each context word. Weights atj are put over the words, where t denotes the context
word and j denotes the query word, such that the attended query vectors
are computed as
X
Ũ :t =
atj U :j ,
j

where the weight matrix a is computed as at = softmax(S t: ) ∈ RJ .
The Q2C attention represents how similar each context word is to each
query word. Similarly to the C2Q attention mechanism, the attended context vector is obtained as
X
h̃ =
bt H :t ,
t

where b = softmax(maxcol (S)) ∈ RT . Here, maxcol denotes the maximum
taken over the columns of a matrix. Lastly, h̃ is copied over T columns to
obtain H̃ ∈ R2d×T .
Finally, the output, G, of the attention flow layer is computed as
G:t = β(H :t , Ũ :t , H̃ :t ),
where β is chosen as β(h, ũ, h̃) = [h; ũ; h ũ; h h̃] ∈ R8d×T . The function
β can also be chosen as an arbitrary trainable neural network, but Seo et
al. [29] found the simple vector concatenation to give good enough performance.
4. Modeling layer. The input, G, to the modeling layer encodes a query-aware
representation of the context words. The layer consists of a Bi-LSTM, outputting the matrix M ∈ R2d×T . A column vector M :j is expected to contain
contextual information about context word j, conditioned on the entire context and the query.
5. Output layer. To obtain probabilities p(1) over the start indices, matrices G
and M are passed through a dense layer followed by a softmax
p(1) = softmax(wTp(1) [G; M ]),
where wp(1) ∈ R10d×T is a trainable weight vector. To obtain the probabilities
p(2) over the end indices, the matrix M is first passed through another BiLSTM layer to obtain M (2) . The probabilities are then computed similarly
to p(1)
p(2) = softmax(wTp(2) [G; M (2) ])
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To train the model, they defined the loss function




N
1 X
(1)
(2)
L(θ) = −
log p (1) + log p (2)
yi
yi
N i
where θ denotes the parameters of the model, p

(1)
(1)

yi

and p

(2)
(2)

yi

are the model prob-

abilities of the true start and end indices for training example i, with N training
examples.
The final model used 100 1D filters for the CNN character embedding, with
filter size 5. They used d = 100, the AdaDelta optimizer with initial learning rate
0.5, mini-batch size 60, and trained for 12 epochs. They applied dropout to all
CNN, LSTM, and dense layers, with a rate of 0.2. They computed moving averages of the weights, maintained with an exponential decay rate of 0.999. These
moving averages were used as test time, instead of the raw weights.
At the time of publication, the BiDAF model achieved state-of-the-art results
on SQuAD as well as other QA datsets, with an F1-score of 81.1 and an EM score
of 73.3 on SQuAD [29].

3.3

Transfer Learning in Question Answering

A problem with existing labeled QA datasets is that they are all somewhat domain specific. Furthermore, there is generally much unlabeled text data available. With the use of transfer learning, successful attempts have been made to
construct artificial question/answer pairs on contexts in a previously unseen domain [11].

3.3.1

SynNet

Golub et al. [11] developed a technique for unsupervised transfer learning in
Machine Comprehension. Their two-stage synthesis network (SynNet) is able to
generate question/answer pairs over paragraphs in a new domain. Given the
very different linguistic structure of an answer compared to a question, they decided to view answers and questions as two different types of data. The process
of generating data is then split into two steps: answer generation conditioned
on the paragraph, and question generation conditioned on the paragraph and
the question. This can be viewed as decomposing the joint probability P (q, a|p),
where q is a question, a is the answer and p a paragraph, into the conditional
distributions P (q|p, a)P (a|p). The answer a is an extracted part of the paragraph,
represented by start and end indices a = {astart , aend }.
Answer Synthesis
The answer synthesis module is trained to predict IOB (inside-outside-beginning)
tags y1 , ..., yn for each word [11]. If word i is not marked as an answer, it is given
the tag yi = NONE.
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The n input words of a paragraph are projected into a vector space via pretrained GloVe embeddings. A Bi-LSTM then produces a context-dependent word
representation h1 , ..., hn from these word embeddings, which is then fed into two
fully connected layers. This is followed by a softmax to produce the tag likelihoods for each word.
Finally, all consecutive spans where yi 6= NONE are selected as candidate
answer chucks to be fed into the question synthesis module.
Question Synthesis
Given an answer a and a paragraph p, the probability of generating a question q
composed of nq words q = {q1 ...qnq } is decomposed as [11]
P (q1 , ..., qnq ) =

nq
Y

P (qi |p, a, q1 , ..., qi−1 ).

i=1

A Bi-LSTM is run over the paragraph to produce n context-dependent word representations hd = {hd1 , ..., hdn }. A zero/one feature is added to the paragraph
words to denote whether the word is part of the answer. An attention mechanism similar to that developed by Bahdanau et al. [2] is used, where the network
attends to both hd and the previously generated question token qi−1 to produce
the hidden representation r i at time step i. A copy mechanism is incorporated
to allow the model to copy rare words (such as named entities) into the question
via a pointer network Cp . A vocabulary predictor, Vp , is defined, which serves to
generate a word from the predefined vocabulary in the case that Cp is not used.
The architecture is based on latent predictor networks, introduced by Ling et al
[18]. Denote the probability that Vp is used at time step i by p(v) , which is proportional to wv r i , where wv is a trainable weight. The likelihood of predicting
question token qi is then computed as
qi∗ = p(v) l(v) (wi ) + (1 − p(v) )l(v) (wi ),
where l(k) (wi ) is the likelihood of the word wi given by predictor k. Note that
p(c) = 1 − p(v) since there are only two predictors.
Model Performance
Golub et al. [11] trained a BiDAF model on the SQuAD dataset and evaluated it
on a dataset of a different domain (news articles), achieving an F1 score of 39.0
and an EM score of 24.9. By training the same model using question/answer
pairs in the other domain generated by SynNet, the model was able to achieve an
F1-score of 44.3 and an EM score of 30.6 [11].
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Method
This chapter explains the implementation details in construction of the system proposed
in section 1.2. The approach can be broken down into three separate parts:
1. Acquiring and pre-processing (translating and filtering) the necessary data.
2. Training the transfer learning module to generate questions and answers on administrative regulations.
3. Training the QA module to comprehend administrative regulations.

4.1

Data Acquisition

The first step in implementing and training the QA system was to acquire the
necessary data. Two different datasets were used, SQuAD and the Administrative Regulations dataset (from here on referred to as the AR dataset). SQuAD is
available for public use [9], and the AR dataset was acquired from Aiwizo AB.
Given that the two datasets have substantially different structure and form, they
required different pre-processing steps.

4.1.1

Pre-processing SQuAD

SQuAD is divided into a training set and a test set, with the test set comprising
∼ 10% of the total data. As the dataset is only available in the English language,
the first pre-processing step was to translate it into Swedish. For this purpose,
GNMT was used, via the Google Cloud API [13].
Each answer in SQuAD is marked by its start index, denoting which letter
in the paragraph is the first letter of the answer. This poses a problem when
translating the questions, the answers and the paragraph separately, as one has
to keep track of how the start index changes for each answer. To solve this, the
start index in the translation was chosen as the exact match of the answer text
in the translated paragraph closest to the original start index. This relies on the
assumption that the translated text is of similar length as the original, as well as
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the word order being roughly the same in the two texts. If no exact match was
found within 100 characters of the original start index, the question/answer pair
was discarded.
Another issue arises from the fact that GNMT translates a sequence of words
differently depending on its surrounding context. This sometimes causes an answer to be translated differently in the paragraph than on its own, making it
impossible to find an exact match at the correct position. The problem occurs
more often with named entities, e.g. “Review of Politics” being translated into
“Granskning av politik”, but kept as “Review of Politics” in the paragraph due
to being preceded by the word “The”. To solve this problem, the original answer
was stored and checked for an exact match in the translated paragraph. If an exact match was found around the original start index (within 80 characters), the
translated answer was overwritten by the original answer. An example of this
can be seen in the final example of figure 4.2.
It should also be noted that the original SQuAD contained occasional duplicate question/answer pairs, all of which were discarded during pre-processing.
An example of a translated paragraph can be seen in figure 4.1. The accompanying translated question/answer pairs (post pre-processing) can be seen in
figure 4.2. Note that the third translation in the example features a case where the
translated answer was overwritten by the original answer text.
The Review of Politics was founded in
1939 by Gurian, modeled after German
Catholic journals. It quickly emerged
as part of an international Catholic intellectual revival, offering an alternative
vision to positivist philosophy. For 44
years, the Review was edited by Gurian,
Matthew Fitzsimons, Frederick Crosson,
and Thomas Stritch. Intellectual leaders included Gurian, Jacques Maritain,
Frank O’Malley, Leo Richard Ward, F. A.
Hermens, and John U. Nef. It became a
major forum for political ideas and modern political concerns, especially from a
Catholic and scholastic tradition.

Review of Politics grundades 1939 av
Gurian, modellerad efter tyska katolska
tidskrifter. Det framkom snabbt som en
del av en internationell katolsk intellektuell väckelse, som erbjuder en alternativ vision till positivistiska filosofin. Under 44 år har granskningen redigerats
av Gurian, Matthew Fitzsimons, Frederick Crosson och Thomas Stritch. Intellektuella ledare inkluderade Gurian,
Jacques Maritain, Frank O’Malley, Leo
Richard Ward, FA Hermens och John U.
Nef. Det blev ett viktigt forum för politiska idéer och moderna politiska bekymmer, särskilt från en katolsk och skolastisk tradition.

Figure 4.1: GNMT translations: original English paragraph on the left, Swedish
translation on the right.

Translating the entire dataset required approximately 12 days, due to the
2 000 000 characters per day quota limit imposed by the API. Translating 2 000 000
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Q: What was the Review of Politics inspired by?
A: German Catholic journals

Q: Vad var granskningen av politiken inspirerad av?
A: tyska katolska tidskrifter

Q: Over how many years did Gurian edit
the Review of Politics at Notre Dame?
A: 44

Q: Under hur många år har Gurian redigerat granskningen av politik på Notre
Dame?
A: 44

Q: Thomas Stritch was an editor of which
publican from Notre Dame?
A: Review of Politics

Q: Thomas Stritch var en redaktör av
vilken publik från Notre Dame?
A: Review of Politics

Figure 4.2: GNMT translations: original questions and answers on the left,
Swedish translations on the right.

characters took approximately 2 hours. After all the pre-processing steps had
been taken, around 75 000 question/answer pairs remained in the translated
dataset (from here on referred to as t-SQUAD).

4.1.2

Pre-processing Administrative Regulations

In administrative regulations, each paragraph is associated with a specific code
that indicates what information the paragraph should hold. A code only appears
in a document if the information under that code deviates from a predefined outline for that type of document.
In the AR dataset, each document is separated into paragraphs by code. There
is much more available data than what can be realistically trained on, so it was
necessary to filter out the less useful data. In an attempt to achieve a dataset of a
similar form as SQuAD, paragraphs containing fewer than 150 characters or more
than 2 000 characters were discarded. Moreover, the code and the title of the paragraph were placed at the start of each paragraph, separated by colons. Example
paragraphs can be seen in figures 5.1 and 5.2. In total, 122 570 paragraphs were
extracted, comprising 56 911 588 characters.

4.2

Training the Transfer Learning Module

The transfer learning module is based on the publicly available implementation
of SynNet [8]. The network is written using the Deep Learning framework PyTorch [25].
Prior to training, all data was tokenized using the NLTK library, which has
the capability of performing tokenization adapted to the Swedish language [23].
The AR dataset was then labeled with answers via a module that uses the text
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processing library Spacy [30] to extract noun and verb phrases as well as named
entities. At most 5 answers were generated for each paragraph. Examples of
generated answers can be seen in figures 5.1 and 5.2. In total, 78 507 answers
were generated over 22 798 paragraphs, from 566 different documents.
To train the question synthesis module, Facebook’s pre-trained (300 dimensional) Swedish fastText vectors [7] were used to construct word embeddings,
instead of the pre-trained English GloVe vectors used by Golub et al. [11]. The
module was trained entirely on t-SQuAD, with a dataset split of 89% training
data, 11% validation and test data. Hyperparameter choices were based on those
used by Golub et al. A hidden layer size of 100 was used for the LSTM layer,
and the Adam optimizer was used with a learning rate of 10−3 . The model was
trained using an NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU for 15 epochs with a mini-batch size of
18 (compared with 24 used by Golub et al.), which took approximately 8 hours.
After training the question synthesis module on t-SQuAD, questions were
synthesized for the 78 507 answers in the AR dataset to be used as input data
for the QA module.

4.3

Training the QA Module

The QA module is based on the BiDAF network implementation by Seo et al.,
which is available for public use [6]. The implementation uses the Deep Learning
library TensorFlow [32] and the NLP library NLTK.
Three different models were trained. The first model (from here on referred
to as “Model 1”) was trained on the entire t-SQuAD as well as 85% of the AR
dataset (randomly selected). The two datasets were mixed together and shuffled
in a random order. The model was then evaluated on the remaining 15% of the
AR data. The second model (from here on referred to as “Model 2”) used only
t-SQuAD data for training, but used the same validation and test dataset as the
first model. The third and final model (from here on referred to as “Model 3”)
was trained and tested solely on t-SQuAD, with a split of 90% training data and
10% test data. Table 5.1 summarizes the training setups. Once again, pre-trained
fastText vectors of dimension 300 were used in the word embedding layer. The
hyperparameters used to train all three models are summarized in table 4.1, all
selected based on what was found to work well by Seo et al. [29].
All training was done using an NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU, and each individual
model took between 15 and 20 hours to train.

4.4

Model Extensions to Handle Longer Texts

As the BiDAF model is not designed to process longer texts, a novel method to
handle this issue was investigated. The method is a kind of divide and conquer
(DaC) algorithm. First, the text is split into N parts by sentences. Each part
contains as many sentences as possible as long as the part does not exceed 500
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Value
Hyperparameter
dropout probability
0.8
LSTM layer hidden size
100
CNN filter size
5
character embedding size
8
word embedding size
300
nr. of Highway layers
2
moving average decay
0.999
initial learning rate
0.5
mini-batch size
60
nr. of training steps
20 000
Table 4.1: Hyperparameters used to train the BiDAF model.

characters, but exceeds 200 characters. The thresholds were selected somewhat
arbitrarily and can be considered hyperparameters. Based on notes by Seo et al.
[6] the model does not perform well on texts longer than 1 000 characters.
Secondly, the parts are combined pairwise and checked by the BiDAF model
for an answer to the question. Note that the BiDAF model always finds an answer
in each text, even if the text does not contain the correct answer. The part that contains the BiDAF-selected answer (or the most of it) is kept while the second part
is discarded. This continues in an iterative fashion until only one part remains,
from which the answer is extracted by the BiDAF model. Figure 4.3 explains the
process.
This approach makes the assumption that only the immediate context (the
surrounding 200-500 characters) is relevant to answer the question. Therefore,
this is expected to work when the question is non-abstract, and the answer is
contained in a sentence that expresses the answer in a fairly direct way.
Another assumption that this algorithm makes is that the answer does not
span multiple sentences, since it could in that case happen that the algorithm
splits the text in the middle of an answer. This problem can be rectified by extending the algorithm to allow for overlapping splits.
Assuming a time complexity of O(f (T, Q)), for some function f , to extract an
answer to a question of length Q from a text of length T using the QA module,
the worst case time-complexity of the DaC algorithm is
 
T
T
,
(4.1)
O(f (k, Q)) log2
k
k
where k is the maximum length of each the N parts which the text is split into
(here, k = 500). Note that the algorithm can be parallelized at each iteration.
Assuming one has the necessary hardware to do this with maximum efficiency,
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Figure 4.3: An illustration of the DaC approach to processing long texts. Extracted
answers at each stage are marked by bold characters.

the time complexity can be reduced to
 
T
O(f (k, Q)) log2
.
k

4.5

(4.2)

Evaluation

For each of the three different QA models, the F1-score and EM score was measured on their respective test sets. Here, EM score refers to precision (as described
in section 2.5.1) and is measured at character level.
The performance impact of the DaC algorithm was tested manually on 3 different texts each containing 20 198, 61 720 and 121 928 characters respectively.
For each text, a number of questions were posed by a human subject, for which
the answers were known to be contained in the text. Furthermore, the required
computation time was measured both with and without the DaC algorithm on
texts of lengths between 2 500 and 320 000 characters. The measurements were
performed on a parallelized implementation of the DaC algorithm as well.
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Results
This chapter gives account of the results obtained from various experiments on the models
and methods described in chapter 4.

5.1

SynNet Performance

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show questions and answers on the AR dataset, generated by
SynNet. Note that the two examples have context paragraphs of different lengths,
and that the paragraph texts have gone through the pre-processing steps outlined
in section 4.1.2.
AFB.53 : Meddelande om beslut vid anbudsprövning : Anbudslämnare vars anbud ej antagits erhåller skriftligt besked om detta . 8 ? & AFD ENTREPRENADFÖRESKRIFTER VID TOTALENTREPRENAD För entreprenaden gäller ABT 06
Q: Vilken grupp riktades mot anbudsprövning - företagets beslut om beslut om beslut
om beslut ?
A: AFB.53
Q: Vilken artist som gäller AFB.53 VID ?
A: AFD
Q: Vilken AFD - spelare tenderar 06 om ?
A: VID
Q: Vilken artist målade AFB.53 - deklarationen ?
A: Anbudslämnare

Figure 5.1: Generated questions and answers (yellow boxes) on a paragraph
(green box) from the AR dataset.
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AFB.31 : Anbuds form och innehåll : Anbud skall avges skriftligt och som helhet
vara författat på svenska språket . Anbudet ska delas upp fastighetsvis 517 och 5:8
I anbudet skall anbudsgivare ange sin organisation för entreprenaden samt namnge
ombud , arbetschef , platschef , person ansvarig för brandskyddet , kvalitetsansvarig
person , miljöansvarig person och installationssamordnare samt förslag på de underentreprenörer som entreprenören tänker sig att anlita . Innan entreprenör antas skall
befattningshavare vara kända för beställaren . Anbudssumrnans fördelning förutsätter beställning av odelad entreprenad . Där i beskrivning eller på ritning angetts Visst
material " eller likvärdigt " gäller att anbudsgivare i anbud skall ange i Vilket fall han
avser erbjuda " likvärdigt " . Anbudsgivare skall ange senaste beställningsdag för att
anbudets tidplan skall kunna innehållas .
Q: Vilken typ av innehåll förändras och innehåll på Vilket arbete ?
A: AFB.31
Q: Vad vara ett exempel på entreprenör som innehåll : Anbuds ska vara för språket ?
A: Anbud skall avges
Q: Vilket begrepp beskriver att entreprenör eller entreprenör ?
A: Innan
Q: Vad är beskrivning av odelad , AFB.31 och Anbuds ?
A: Anbudssumrnans

Figure 5.2: Generated questions and answers (yellow boxes) on a paragraph
(green box) from the AR dataset.

5.2
5.2.1

QA Model Performance
Evaluation Metrics

Table 5.1 shows the F1-scores and EM scores of the three different QA models.
Model #
Training dataset
Test dataset F1-score EM score
1
100% t-SQuAD + 85% AR
15% AR
75.68
71.78
2
100% t-SQuAD
15% AR
17.27
10.27
3
90% t-SQuAD
10% t-SQuAD
55.32
45.47
Table 5.1: Performance of the three different QA models on their respective test
datasets. Note that the first and second models shared the same test dataset.
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5.2.2

Performance on Longer Texts

Tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 show comparisons between two different models with and
without the DaC algorithm for handling longer text sequences. Table 5.5 contains
a summary of the results from tables 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. A comparison of computation times between the DaC algorithm and the standard BiDAF method on texts
of different lengths can be found in table 5.6, with corresponding plots in figures
5.3 and 5.4.
Text snippet
"Denna förfrågan avser konsultuppdrag för
Vetlanda Energi & Teknik AB efter avrop mot
ramavtal."

Question
Vad avser denna
förfrågan?

Model 1 answers Model 2 answers
DaC/non-DaC
DaC/non-DaC
"konsultuppdrag
för Vetlanda
Energi & Teknik
"konsultuppdrag för
AB efter avrop mot
Vetlanda Energi &
ramavtal"
Teknik AB"
"Vetlanda Energi &
Teknik AB"

"B4.21 Beställarens ombud
Leif Lorentzon, Avd. chef
tel: 0383-76 38 18, 070-549 73 18"
"Vetlanda Energi & Teknik AB kan förkasta ett
anbud om anbudsgivaren inte har fullgjort sina
åligganden avseende svenska skatter eller
sociala avgifter."

Vem är Beställarens
ombud?

"B4.21"

"Leif Lorentzon"

"Leif Lorentzon"

"Leif Lorentzon"
"datum 20040309
Kod Text"

När kan Vetlanda
Energi & Teknik AB
förkasta ett anbud?
"avrop"
"<NONSENSE>"

"Anbudsprövningen genomförs i två steg. Först
prövas om anbudsgivaren har erforderlig
kapacitet att genomföra uppdraget.

I hur många steg
genomförs
anbudsprövningen?

"Ritningsarbete skall levereras digitalt i AutoCAD format godkänt av beställaren och efter
beställning i pappersform."

I vilket format skall
ritningsarbetet
levereras i?

"konsultuppdrag
för Vetlanda
Energi & Teknik
AB efter avrop mot
ramavtal"

"två"
"18"
"Auto-CAD"
"Vid"

"om
anbudsgivaren
inte har fullgjort
sina åligganden
avseende svenska
skatter eller
sociala avgifter"
"två"
"2004-03-01
Sidantal 18"
"Auto-CAD"
"Dokumentnamn /
Kapitelrubrik"

Table 5.2: Answers generated by the two different QA models on an AR text
containing 20 198 characters.

Model 1 refers to the model trained on t-SQuAD as well as the AR dataset
while Model 2 refers to the model trained only on t-SQuAD. The “Text snippet”
column contains the part of the text in which the answer is included (marked by
bold characters). The top answer in the “answers” columns refers to the answer
generated by the DaC algorithm, the bottom answer refers to the answer gener34
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ated by the normal BiDAF network. The answers in green text are considered
correct, while answers in red are considered incorrect. Note that an answer was
only considered correct if it was extracted from the correct (contextually speaking) part of the text. The “<NONSENSE>” tag is a replacement for an answer that
was incorrect and spanned multiple sentences.
Text snippet

Question

"Skisser, ritningar och beskrivningar som
entreprenören upprättat ska granskas och
godkännas av beställaren innan ändringar enligt
ovan får utföras. Gransknings- och
godkännandetid ska vara minst 2 dagar."

Hur lång ska
gransknings- och
godkännandetid
vara?

"Entreprenören skall vidarebefordra gällande
kvalitetskrav till eventuella
underentreprenörer/-leverantörer."

Till vilka ska
entreprenören
vidarebefordra
gällande
kvalitetskrav?

"Kvalitetsplanen skall visa hur entreprenören
planerat genomförandet och redovisa
projektets kvalitetskritiska aktiviteter,
kontrollprogram samt hur verifiering av
egenkontrollen kommer att utföras."

Vad skall
kvalitetsplanen visa?

"Anslutningspunkter för el- och va-försörjning
anvisas av respektive ledningsägare. Det åligger
entreprenören att utföra och bekosta
anordningar för erhållande av vatten, avlopp och
elkraft under byggnadstiden. Alla anslutningsoch förbrukningsavgifter skall ingå i anbudet."

Model 1 answers Model 2 answers
DaC/non-DaC
DaC/non-DaC
"2 dagar"

"minst 2 dagar"

"<NONSENSE>"

"6,1 km"

"underentreprenö
"eventuella
rer/-leverantörer"
underentreprenör
er/-leverantörer"
"vatten och
avlopp mellan
"AMA AF 07"
Stora Nyby och
Hällberga"

"Anbud"

Av vem anvisas
anslutningspunkter
för el- och vaförsörjning?

"Entreprenören ansvarar för avstängning av väg, Vem ansvarar för
helt eller delvis, enligt gällande bestämmelser." avstängning av väg?
"Hällberga ligger ca 6 km sydöst om Eskilstuna." Var ligger hällberga?

"hur
entreprenören
planerat
genomförandet"

"BYGGHANDLING"

"AFA.21
Översiktlig
information om
objektet"

"AFH.4 Tillfällig"

"ledningsägare"

"AFH.4 Tillfällig"

"Beställaren"

"Trafikverkets"

"Entreprenören"

"AFH.3 Tillfällig"

"<NONESENSE>"
"86, Eskilstuna
Tel"

"Eskilstuna"
"Eskilstuna"

"<NONSENSE>"

Table 5.3: Answers generated by the two different QA models on an AR text
containing 61 720 characters.
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Text snippet
"Förfrågningar om entreprenaden under
anbudstiden skall ställas till: Ramböll Sverige
AB"

"Anbudsgivare skall vara bunden av sitt anbud i
45 dagar efter anbudstidens utgång."

"RSV intyg eller motsvarande skall inte vara
äldre än sex månader, räknat från sista
anbudsdag."

Question
Till vem ska
förfrågningar om
entreprenaden
ställas till under
anbudstiden?

Hur länge är
anbudsgivaren
bunden av sitt
anbud?
Hur gamla får RSV
intyg vara?

Model 1 answers Model 2 answers
DaC/non-DaC
DaC/non-DaC
"Ramböll Sverige
AB"
"Ramböll Sverige
AB"

"anbudsgivare"

"45 dagar"

"45 dagar"

"<NONSENSE>"

"anbudstiden"

"inte vara äldre än
sex månader"

"sex månader"

"<NONSENSE>"
"ÄTA-arbeten skall bekräftas genom skriftlig
rekvisition. "

Hur ska ÄTAarbeten bekräftas?

"ej"
"Bet"

"Entreprenören skall under entreprenadtiden
upprätta och färdigställa totalt tre omgångar av
drift- och skötselinstruktioner och överlämna
dessa till beställaren senast i anslutning till
slutbesiktning."

Hur många
omgångar av driftoch
skötselinstruktioner
ska entreprenören
upprätta?

"beställaren"

"Sida/Sidor"
"genom skriftlig
rekvisition"
"genom besök på"

"tre"

"tre"

"2"

"2"

Table 5.4: Answers generated by the two different QA models on an AR text
containing 121 928 characters.

Model
# correct answers
Model 1 with DaC
10
Model 1 without DaC
3
Model 2 with DaC
13
Model 2 without DaC
3
Table 5.5: Summary of the performance of the different models on questionanswering on long AR texts.
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Text length [# chars] Normal time [s] DaC time [s]
2 500
0.27
0.79
5 000
0.50
1.59
10 000
0.64
3.17
20 000
0.71
7.09
40 000
0.70
14.0
80 000
0.79
27.8
160 000
0.94
55.8
320 000
2.47
279

DaC-P time [s]
0.67
1.02
1.56
3.11
5.39
9.83
18.7
95.0

Table 5.6: Comparison of the computation times with and without the DaC algorithm on long texts. DaC-P refers to a parallelized implementation of the DaC
algorithm. Note that the same question was asked in every trial.

Figure 5.3: Measured running times with the DaC algorithm, parallelized and
non-parallelized implementations.
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Figure 5.4: Running times on log-scale with the DaC algorithm (parallelized and
non-parallelized) as well as without the DaC algorithm.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
This chapter discusses the results outlined in chapter 5 and relates this to the approach
described in chapter 4. Finally, conclusions are summarized in an attempt to answer the
research question stated in section 1.3.

6.1

Transfer Learning and Data Quality

The results in figures 5.1 and 5.2 show that SynNet is not able to generate sensible
questions in this domain. While the language is occasionally coherent, the questions often ask about subjects unrelated to the texts. It is difficult to say if this
behavior is because of the quality of the AR dataset, or because the model itself is
not robust enough to perform this kind of domain transfer.
Considering that the questions generated by SynNet do not always follow the
normal structure of the Swedish language, it is possible that some of the syntax
and semantics were lost in the translation of SQuAD. However, it could also be
that the Swedish language is simply inherently more difficult to learn with this
model compared to the English language. The examples in figures 4.1 and 4.2
suggest that the translations are coherent for the most part, but clearly not perfect.
SynNet appears to believe that certain words are named entities, when they
in fact are not. This is evidenced by words that are incorrectly capitalized in the
questions. Many abbreviations are treated as named entities as well. This might
be a source of error in the case of the AR dataset, as it contains an abnormal
amount of abbreviations compared to typical texts. The inability of SynNet to
correctly identify named entities could have been caused by the lack of word
vectors, considering that the word vectors were never trained on the AR dataset.
The EM and F1-scores in table 5.1 show much better performance for Model 1
compared to Model 2 on the AR dataset. However, table 5.5 shows no improvement in performance for Model 1 over Model 2 with user specified questions
in the same domain. This, coupled with the fact that the questions generated by
SynNet are clearly nonsensical, suggests that the training and test data must have
very similar structure. This means that SynNet most likely generates questions in
a very predictable way, and therefore evaluation on the generated data does not
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tell much about model performance.

6.2

The QA Module

The EM and F1-scores in table 5.1 for Model 3 suggest that the translation of
SQuAD resulted in a usable dataset and that BiDAF performs reasonably well on
this dataset. The scores are comparatively much lower than those of BiDAF on
SQuAD by Seo et al. (F1-score of 81.1 and EM score of 73.3 using an ensemble).
This can be partly attributed to the fact that approximately 25% of the data was
lost during pre-processing.
The performance improvement with the DaC algorithm on longer texts is apparent from the results in table 5.5. Comparing the running times in table 5.6,
it is evident that the method becomes less suitable when the task involves very
long texts and time is a limited resource. However, the plots in figures 5.3 and
5.4 show that the computation times with the parallel implementation do not exhibit the functional shape expected by equation (4.2). This implies that hardware
imposed limitations on the amount of achievable parallelization, suggesting that
there exists a possibility to further improve running times. Furthermore, we can
also see from the plot in figure 5.4 that the function f (T, Q) from equation (4.1)
is non-linear in the text length T . This is something that needs to be considered
when choosing the parameter k in equation (4.1).
The DaC algorithm can be extended and improved upon in various ways. For
instance, the algorithm is not limited to just outputting one answer. Intead, it can
be made to output a ranked list of answers depending on where in the hierarchy
the paragraph containing the answer was dropped by the algorithm. The ranked
list can be processed by different algorithms (for example using word similarity
measures) to achieve better EM and F-scores.

6.3

Conclusions and Future Work

• The transfer learning module did not perform well. The most likely culprit
is the quality of the AR dataset, for which the solution could be more careful
pre-processing. It is also possible that the model (SynNet) is simply not
powerful enough for this task.
• Translating SQuAD using GNMT appears to work reasonably well, though
it is difficult to draw any concrete conclusions regarding the effectiveness
and the usefulness of t-SQuAD as a Swedish dataset for question answering. The issues can be mitigated by better mapping of the answer translations to the text translations, as well as by improving the NMT system.
• The BiDAF model performs adequately in the AR domain, to some extent,
even without the use of transfer learning. A future topic of interest would
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be to compare other state-of-the-art QA models with this model, in the AR
domain.
• The DaC algorithm, for the first time applied to this problem, drastically improves the performance on long texts. The algorithm is a promising method
for handling these tasks, especially in instances where computation time is
less of an issue. With better parallelization, the time complexity is expected
to follow equation (4.2) and should therefore be lower than what is seen in
table 5.6. An interesting extension to the algorithm would be to allow for
overlapping paragraph splits. While this would increase computation time,
it is possible that it would improve performance. Furthermore, the algorithm can be combined with various other techniques to output multiple
answers and improve performance.
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